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In this column, we review 5 books. The first 4 titles are all drawn from AMS’s Student Mathematical
Library. This series is directed at undergraduates and highschool students, but nevertheless covers much
material that will be of interest both to educators and to graduate students and seasoned researchers.

1. Primality Testing for Beginners, by Lasse Rempe-Gillen and Rebecca Waldecker. An exposition of
the AKS algorithm for primality testing, including the necessary background, starting from scratch.
Reviewed by Frederic Green.

2. The Joy of Factoring, by Samuel Wagstaff. A book about factoring algorithms, together with much
of the requisite number theoretic background. Reviewed by William Gasarch.

3. Asymptopia, by Joel Spencer and Laura Florescu. Asymptotics as appliedto various areas of mathe-
matics, with some of the applications to algorithms. Reviewed by William Gasarch.

4. Ramsey Theory over the Integers (Second Edition), by Bruce M. Landman and Aaron Robert-
son. An introduction to Ramsey Theory, focusing on van der Waerden’s Theorem and addressed to
undergraduate math majors. Reviewed by William Gasarch.

5. Distributed Computing Through Combinatorial Topology, by Maurice Herlihy and Dmitry Ko-
zlov and Sergio Rajsbaum. An intriguing study of the application of a powerful branch of mathematics
to distributed computing, covering the required topological background and thus addressed to a di-
verse audience, ranging from undergraduates to researchers. Reviewed by Jalaj Upadhyay.
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BOOKS THAT NEED REVIEWERS FOR THE SIGACT NEWS COLUMN
Algorithms

1. Distributed Systems: An algorithmic approach (second edition) by Ghosh.

2. Tractability: Practical approach to Hard ProblemsEdited by Bordeaux, Hamadi, Kohli.

3. Recent progress in the Boolean DomainEdited by Bernd Steinbach

Programming Languages

1. Selected Papers on Computer Languagesby Donald Knuth.

Miscellaneous Computer Science

1. Algebraic Geometry Modeling in Information TheoryEdited by Edgar Moro.

2. Digital Logic Design: A Rigorous Approachby Even and Medina.

3. Communication Networks: An Optimization, Control, and Stochastic Networks Perspectiveby Srikant
and Ying.

4. CoCo: The colorful history of Tandy’s Underdog Computerby Boisy Pitre and Bill Loguidice.

5. Introduction to Reversible Computing, by Kalyan S. Perumalla

Cryptography

1. The Mathematics of Encryption: An Elementary Introduction, by Margaret Cozzens and Steven
J. Miller.

Miscellaneous Mathematics

1. The Magic of Math, by Arthur Benjamin.

Mathematics and History

1. Professor Stewart’s Casebook of Mathematical Mysteriesby Ian Stewart.

2. An Episodic History of Mathematics: Mathematical Culture Through Problem Solvingby Krantz.

3. Proof Analysis: A Contribution to Hilbert’s Last Problemby Negri and Von Plato.
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Review of2

Primality Testing for Beginners
by Lasse Rempe-Gillen and Rebecca Waldecker

American Mathematical Society, 2014
244 pages, Softcover, $45.00 (AMS)

Review by
Frederic Green fgreen@clarku.edu

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Clark University, Worcester, MA

1 Background

The seminal polynomial-time algorithm for testing if a number is prime, developed in 2002 by Agrawal,
Kayal and Saxena [AKS], came (one might argue) after only a few millennia of mathematical research.
Ironically, in light of this long history, the AKS algorithmturned out to be nowhere near as complicated
as most people expected. The mathematical prerequisites are modest, and do not go any further than quite
basic college-level abstract algebra. And indeed, it was aptly characterized by F. Bornemann3 in a 2003
Notices of the AMS exposition as a breakthrough for “Everyman.”

But who exactly is “Everyman”? Mathematicians who are not experts in number theory? Non-complexity
theorists? Undergraduate math majors? Okay, how about high-school students? In “Primality Testing for
Beginners,” Lasse Rempe-Gillen and Rebecca Waldecker don’t literally ask these questions, but they answer
them in their introduction:

The objective of this book is to give a complete presentationof the proof of the theorem of
Agrawal, Kayal and Saxena, without requiring any prior knowledge beyond general computa-
tional skills and the ability to think logically.
. . .

The book is aimed at interested high school pupils and teachers, but also at undergraduate stu-
dents in mathematics and computer science (to whom it shouldbe accessible in the first year).

This is an ambitious goal! Think of all the things you’d have to do, that might not be (and, regrettably,
often are not) covered in all high school educations: Axioms, definitions, theorems and lemmas, proofs
(by contradiction, induction, etc.), elementary number theory (like prime factorization), polynomials, algo-
rithms, analysis of algorithms, and on and on it goes. No matter how you slice it, that’s a lot to cover in the
under 200 pages that the main text occupies.

Yet these authors do it, and succeed amazingly well. The question is, how? Let’s look at an example,
starting at the very beginning. Not much is more intuitive than the counting numbers (here defined as the
positive integers). The first basic and salient fact about the natural numbers is the well-ordering principle.
This immediately suggests the method of descent. A perfect illustration of that method is to use it to prove
the rationality of

√
2. So we go from counting to mathematical proof (really both induction and contradiction

rolled into one) almost effortlessly. All this is dispatched with perfect elegance in the space of two pages,
with strong intuition and no unnecessary formalism, yet with just the right amount of rigor.That’show to

2 c©2016, Frederic Green
3[Bo]; see also [G] for more detail and, for even more, [Dtz], reviewed on these pages in 2006 (SIGACT News Vol. 37, No 1).
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do it, and the only trick is to sustain that for the more advanced and subtle topics that occupy the remaining
180 or so pages of the main text.

But before saying more about the “how,” let’s look at the “what.”

2 Summary of Contents

The book is divided into two parts, “Foundations” and “The AKS Algorithm.” Part 1 consists of Chapters 1
through 4, and Part 2 is the rest.

• Chapter 1, Natural numbers and primes: Covers the most basicmaterial, including natural numbers,
proof by induction and contradiction, the binomial theorem, divisibility, prime factorization, the Eu-
clidean algorithm and the Sieve of Eratosthenes.

• Chapter 2, Algorithms and complexity: Presents algorithmsfrom an intuitive point of view, beginning
with simple problems such as addition of binary numbers, simple algorithm analysis, the idea of
computability, the halting problem, efficient computation, the classes P and NP, and probabilistic
computation, both Monte Carlo (RP) and Las Vegas (ZPP). The latter are illustrated by randomized
algorithms for polynomial non-identity testing and quicksort, respectively.

• Chapter 3, Foundations of number theory: This chapter provides the most crucial technical back-
ground for the algorithm. It includes modular arithmetic, Fermat’s Little Theorem, the Euler Function
and the Fermat-Euler Theorem (not needed for AKS; likewise the Chinese remainder theorem, also
proved in this chapter), the Fermat primality test, polynomials and modular arithmetic with polyno-
mials.

• Chapter 4, Prime numbers and crypography: History of crypography, RSA, and the distribution of
primes. Just enough of what is needed of the prime number theorem is stated and given an elemen-
tary proof. The chapter concludes with the Miller-Rabin primality test (which does use the Chinese
remaindering).

• Chapter 5, The starting point: Fermat for polynomials: Generalizing Fermat’s Little Theorem to
polynomials, the polynomial criterion that is the basis of the AKS algorithm, a high-level sketch of
the algorithm, and the randomized Agrawal-Biswas [AB] test(which uses the same criterion, and was
an important predecessor of AKS).

• Chapter 6, The theorem of Agrawal, Kayal and Saxena: The primary agenda of this chapter is to state
and prove the main theorem on which the algorithm is based. Itbounds the number of polynomials
P = X + a such that(P (X))n ≡ P (Xn) mod(p,Xr − 1), for 0 ≤ a ≤ p − 1, andn not a power
of p and of sufficiently large order modr. In particular, this theorem allows us to recognize ifn is
a non-prime-power composite. Irreducible factors of cyclotomic polynomials are used to provide a
suitable bound on the order ofn modr.

• Chapter 7, The algorithm: The stage has been set to make this one of the shortest chapters in the book.
First bound from above the primer such that its order modn is sufficiently large. This uses the weak
version of the prime number theorem proved in Chapter 4. Finally, the AKS algorithm as sketched
in Chapter 5 can be given in detail, and its analysis and correctness follow easily from the foregoing
developments.
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It must be emphasized that all topics are covered in depth, including proofs, with just the right level of
detail and abstraction. All sections include diverse exercises of varying difficulty (but all quite feasible),
including many that prove results used later in the text. Solutions for the latter exercises are given in the
second appendix. In addition to exercises, sections also may conclude with some comments that expand on
the material, provide added context (e.g., in light of Lagrange’s theorem, to take an opportunity to mention
group theory, which is not used in the main text), give some insight into the history, or pointers to the
literature.

In addition to the appendix of problem solutions mentioned above, the first appendix contains an enter-
taining discussion of (mostly famous) open questions and conjectures.

3 Opinion

“Primality Testing for Beginners” will be of interest to a great many readers. It is certainly appropriate at
the high school or undergraduate level. It could easily serve in a readings course or first-year seminar, or for
supplementary reading in courses on algorithms or abstractalgebra (to illustrate applications!). But I would
also recommend it to anyone who is interested in learning about the AKS algorithm. While researchers
know most of the mathematics, it’s nice to have it all (and I mean all) at your fingertips.

This book does much more than “just” explain a particular important result. It shows what mathematics
is really about, through the medium of explaining that particular result. And by “mathematics” I don’t just
mean the subject as is taught in high school or college, but also mathematicalresearch. The book is always
mindful of the motivation for the results that it proves, andwhenever feasible points out the false starts and
blind alleys that may crop up along the way. To take but one example, regarding the primality criterion near
the beginning of Chapter 5:

At first, [the theorem] seems like an incredibly strong result: we could test a numbern for pri-
mality by choosing any numbera coprime ton and checking the congruence. . . Unfortunately,
this is, once again, impossible in practice. Indeed, we might have to compare up ton coef-
ficients. So the effort required would beexponentialin log n, and thus of the same order of
magnitude as searching directly for a factor ofn or applying the Sieve of Eratosthenes.

Thus the “what” given in the previous section is inextricably caught up in the “how.” It seems the topics
were chosen with great care, with two goals in mind: First andforemost, to prepare the reader for the AKS
algorithm. And secondly, to give the reader sufficient mathematical background toappreciatethe results,
not just follow all the low-level details.

Along the way, the reader is introduced to a rich set of ideas,which is surely self-evident from the
summary of contents given above. One learns sizable chunks of elementary number theory, algorithms and
complexity from this text. I marvel at the breadth of ideas covered in so few pages. Despite the necessary
pace, a reader-friendly, cogent and uncluttered style is maintained throughout. Sound pedagogy is ensured
by integrating the exercises with the text, making the reader an active participant. And it is as self-contained
as any mathematics book I’ve ever read. (Incidentally, you’d never guess from reading it that this was a
translation from a German original.)

At the same time, while eminently readable by “Everyman,” itprobably won’t always be (nor, I believe,
was it meant to be) an easy read. For many beginning students,I imagine working through this book would
feel akin to a short but rigorous hike in the mountains. Already at the beginning the climb is somewhat steep,
although it is probably steepest in Chapter 6, where the contour lines get closer together according to the
density of theorem/proof/theorem/proof. But even at that altitude, the reader encounters lucid discussions
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that provide some room to breath, giving insight and perspective which attenuate the required effort. And,
finally, as we emerge onto the summit in Chapter 7, the view is especially rewarding.
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The Joy of Factoring
by Samuel Wagstaff

Publisher: AMS
$35.00 softcover , 293 pages, Year: 2013

Review by
William Gasarch (gasarch@cs.umd.edu)

Department of Computer Science
University of Maryland, College Park, College Park, MD

1 Introduction

This is a book on algorithms for factoring. As you might expect, there is also a lot of number theory
presented. What is more surprising is that there is not much in the way of analyzing algorithms. This isnot
a criticism of the book. The field in general seems not to have that much in the way of rigorous runtimes of
algorithms. This isnota criticism of the field.

Reading the book was odd in that there was more concern for algorithms that couldactually be coded
up (manyactuallyhave been), that wouldactually run fast, and less concern for rigorous runtime analysis.
This is unusual for computer science algorithms. Somemight take that as a criticism of computer science
research in algorithms, but I am not going to go there.

Why is factoring an area where practical algorithms are emphasized and rigorous analysis is not? I
speculate that there are two reasons: (1) people really wantalgorithms that factor quickly (for cryptography),
and (2) the mathematics needed to prove runtimes of algorithms often involves open problems in number
theory.

Notation: Throughout this reviewN is the number we want to factor andb = ⌊
√
N⌋.

2 Summary of Contents

The first five chapters are a blend of number theory needed for factoring algorithms, simple factoring algo-
rithms, and factoring algorithms for numbers of a certain type. We give some examples of each:

1. (r/p) is the Legendre symbol: it is1 whenr is a nonzero square modp, −1 whenr is not a square
mod p, and 0 whenr dividesp. There is a section on how to compute this easily. Theorems from
number theory are stated but not proven.

2. Trivial Algorithm: If N is small you certainly do not want to use a fancy algorithm on it. Hence
a simple fast algorithm is needed forN small. This book discusses the so-called trivial algorithm,
divide n by 2, 3, . . . , b, in some depth. The key is that this algorithm can be sped up considerably.
The first observation is that you do not need to divide by any even larger than 2. Hence you need only
divide by2, 3, 5, 7, 9, . . . , b. AH! – you need not divide by any multiple of 3 larger than 3. This leads
to only trying numbers that are≡ 1, 5 (mod 6). If you avoid all multiples of 2,3, and 5 then you only
try numbers that are≡ 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29 (mod 30). The fact that they are all primes is an
accident which no longer holds when you avoid numbers that are a multiple of1, 3, 5, 7 and use mod

4 c©2016 William Gasarch
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210. One can go further and further with this but at some pointthe cost of making sure your numbers
are in one of the congruence classes outweighs the benefits.

3. Fermat’s difference of squares algorithm: For each ofb2−N , (b+1)2−N , (b+2)2−N , . . . test if it is
a square and stop if it is. If(b+i)2−N is a square then(b+i)2−N = y2 so(b+i−y)(b+i+y) = N .
Hence a factor is found (unlessb+i−y = 1 andb+i+y = N ). This algorithm is analyzed rigorously
and ways to speed it up are given. In the worst case it works in timeO(N2/3) but if one of the factors
of N is close to

√
N (which is common when trying to crack RSA) then this algorithm is very fast.

Also, this technique of trying to findx, y such thatx2 − y2 is N (or a multiple ofN ) is the starting
point for many other algorithms.

4. Letp be the lowest prime factor ofN . We do not knowp but we do know thatp ≤
√
N . Pollard’sp−1

method begins by noting that2p−1 ≡ 1 (mod p), hence2p−1 − 1 ≡ 0 (mod N). Let p1, . . . , pm
be all primes less than a parameterB. If p − 1 has all of its factors≤ B then2p

a1

1
···pamm − 1 ≡ 0

(mod N) whereai = ⌊logB/ log pi⌋. HenceGCD(2p
a1

1
···pamm − 1, N) will likely yield a factor of

N .

5. LetF1, F2, . . . be the Fibonacci numbers. Ifm dividesn thenFm dividesFn. Hence, if you are given
n andFn, to factor it you need only factorn = ab and findFa.

Chapter 6 presents a sequence of algorithms that use continued fractions to factor. The basic idea is to
find x, y, z such that(x + by)2 −Ny2 = z2. From this one easily gets(x + by − z)(x + by − z) = Ny2

soGCD(x+ by − z,N) is a likely factor ofN . Such anx, y, z can be found by looking at convergents of
continued fractions. Getting this to actually work takes many more ideas. The algorithm was first proposed

in 1970. A runtime ofe
√

2(lnN)(ln lnN) was proven by Pomerance in 1982. Note that, for allǫ, this is
≤ O(N ǫ).

Chapter 7 uses Elliptic curve methods to factor. One of them takes Pollard’sp − 1 method and instead
of using the integers modp uses a set of elliptic curves of about the right size. This increases the chance of
success.

Chapter 8 is on Sieve methods- both the Quadratic Sieve and the Number Field Sieve. The latter is the
method of choice for large number factorization. Both use ideas from Fermat’s difference method and the
Trivial method but of course use much more sophisticated ideas as well.

Chapter 9 and 10 are a collection of chapters on practical andtheoretical factoring, though mostly
practical. There is also a discussion of why there have not been truly new factoring algorithms since 1995.

3 Opinion

This book has lots of information and lots of pointers to moreinformation. The field is vast and spans both
practical and theoretical concerns; hence I suspect anyonewho is not an active researcher in the area will
find things in this book of interest. This should certainly beread by people in cryptography to get a better
sense of just how vulnerable their systems might be.

While there are chapters to teach some number theory, the reader really should already know some
number theory. The book could be read by bright undergraduates. Good projects could be devised by
coding up some of these algorithms.
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Asymptopia
by Joel Spencer and Laura Florescu

Publisher: AMS
$38.00 softcover, 189 pages, Year: 2014

Review by
William Gasarch (gasarch@cs.umd.edu)

Department of Computer Science
University of Maryland, College Park, College Park, MD

1 Introduction

This is a book on asymptotics for undergraduates; however, most of the material is not standard so a graduate
student or even a professor will find something new here.

Asymptotics is, roughly speaking, what happens to a. . . formula? phenomena? that depends onn
whenn is large. The audience for this review (SIGACT News readers)are used to this notion for algo-
rithm analysis. There is one chapter on that topic; however,the book is mostly about asymptotics within
mathematics.

2 Summary of Contents

The first five chapters are about asymptotics of factorials, big-O notation, asymptotics of integrals and sums,
and asymptotics of binomial coefficients. One could view these results as interesting in their own right or as
lemmas for later applications. While the distinction between lemma and application may be a matter of taste
I will point out two topics that I consider applications: (1)approximations to

∫ 1
0 sinnxdx, and (2) random

walks.
The rest of the chapters are mostly applications. This is a math book so I mean applications to other

fields of mathematics. We list some of the results:

1. The number of rooted trees on{1, . . . , n} with root 1 isnn−2 (this is not asymptotic nor is it proved
in this book). By contrast the number of Unicycle graphs (a graph withn vertices andn edges) is
asymptotically

√

π
8n

n− 1

2 . Note that the error term is additive, not (as is often the case in computer
science) multiplicative.

2. There are three asymptotic lower bounds forR(k) (Ramsey ofk): (1)R(k) ≥ (1+ o(1)) k
e
√
2
2k/2, (2)

R(k) ≥ (1+o(1))ke 2
k/2, (3)R(k) ≥ (1+o(1))k

√
2

e 2k/2. These results are interesting and depressing.
Interesting that progress has been made, and the proofs are nice. Depressing that so little progress has
been made.

3. Letπ(n) be the number of primes that are≤ n. The prime number theorem states thatπ(n) ∼ n
lnn .

This is a difficult theorem. How close can we get to it just using simple combinatorics? In this chapter
they show that there are constantsc1, c2 such that

(c1 + o(1))
n

ln n
≤ π(n) ≤ (c2 + o(1))

n

ln n
.

5 c©2016 William Gasarch
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Upon seeing this my first reaction isI bet c1 is really small andc2 is really large. NO. In the proofs
givenc1 = ln 2 ∼ 0.693 andc2 = 2 ln 2 ∼ 1.386. This approximation to the prime number theorem
is good enough for any application in computer science.

4. If you pick three points in the unit square what is the probability that the triangle will be of size≤ ǫ?
This will be a function ofǫ. They show that it’sΘ(ǫ).

5. There is a chapter on algorithms. This material will be familiar to most readers of this review.

6. There are two chapters on probability and there is some probability in other places. Here is one
phenomenon they look at from different angles: letX1,X2, . . . be random variables that take on the
value−1 or 1, each with probability1/2. LetSn = X1 + · · · +Xn. ClearlyE(Sn) = 0 but what is
the probability thatSn will be far from 0?

3 Opinion

If n people read this review then, with high probability,n − lnn of them will find at least23 − 1√
n

of the
book interesting. The proofs are readable and the results are worth knowing. One caution – some of you are
used to ignoring multiplicative factors. This book is more careful about those constants so you need to get
used to it. However, that is one of the benefits— it teaches youto think in a different way.

To read this book you need mathematical maturity and a basic course in combinatorics. All such people
will benefit from this book since it has many results that are not that well known but perhaps should be. The
triangle results above I found particularly intriguing.
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Review of6

Ramsey Theory over the Integers (Second Edition)
by Bruce M. Landman and Aaron Robertson

Publisher: AMS
Student Mathematical Library Series Volume 73

$58.00 softcover, 380 pages, Year: 2014

Review by
William Gasarch (gasarch@cs.umd.edu)

Department of Computer Science
University of Maryland, College Park, College Park, MD

1 Introduction

Three classic theorems of Ramsey Theory are:

1. Ramsey’s Theorem:For all r,m there existsn such that for allr-colorings of the edges ofKn there
is a monochromatic cliqueKm (m vertices such that all of the edges between them are colored the
same). This extends to many colors and hypergraphs.

2. Van der Warden’s Theorem (henceforth VDW’s Theorem:For allr, k there existsw such that for allr-
colorings of[w] = {1, . . . , w} there is a monochromatic arithmetic sequence of lengthk (henceforth
a k-AP). The Gallai-Witt theorem is a generalization to more dimensions. The Hales-Jewitt theorem
is a further generalization.

3. Schur’s TheoremFor allr there existsn such that for allr-colorings of[n] there existsx, y, z the same
colors such thatx+ y = z.

Most books on Ramsey Theory focus on both Ramsey’s Theorem, VDW’s Theorem, and variants of
them (Schur’s Theorem when generalized can be seen as a variant of VDW’s Theorem). This book focuses
just on VDW’s Theorem and variants of it thatonly involve colorings of initial segments ofN. There are
many problems and ideas for research problems in this book that could be tackled by an undergraduate. The
authors state accessibility for undergraduates and ideas for projects as explicit goals.

2 Summary of Contents

The first chapters introduce Ramsey Theory and give statements of the classic theorems above. The second
chapter states and proves VDW’s Theorem, and gives upper andlower bounds on some VDW numbers. The
proof is complete and rigorous. This is welcome and not common. The proof of VDW’s Theorem is such that
it’s easier to go part way and leave the rest as an exercise since it’s messy to write down. By using the color-
focusing method to present the theorem they obtain a complete rigorous proof. One downside: they do not
present the proof of VDW’s Theorem for 2 colors and 3-AP’s, that uses 2-colorings of blocks-of-5 integers,
which is nice to see for intuition. This proof (any version ofit, any presentation of it) yields rather large
upper bounds forW (r, k) (not primitive recursive). Shelah had an elementary proof that yielded smaller

6 c©2016 William Gasarch
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numbers (primitive recursive) though still quite large. Gowers had a proof using advanced mathematics that
yielded a bound that wasonly a finite stack of exponentials. Neither of these proofs are given. Note that the
search for matching upper and lower bounds, and for an elementary proof of more reasonable upper bounds,
is ongoing.

Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 have variants of VDW’s Theorem by replacing AP by other types of sets of
numbers:
In Chapter 3:

1. A k-term quasi progression of diametern is a set of the form{x1 < · · · < xk} such that there exists
d, for all i, d ≤ xi+1 − xi ≤ n+ d. This can be generalized by lettingd be a function ofi.

2. Let k ≥ 3. A k-term descending waveis a set of the form{x1 < · · · < xk} such that, for alli,
xi − xi−1 ≤ xi+1 − xi.

3. A k-term semi-progression of scopem is a set of the form{x1 < · · · < xk} such that, for alli,
xi − xi−1 ∈ {d, 2d, 3d, . . . ,md}.

4. A k-termpn-sequenceis a set of the form{x1, . . . , xk} such that there exists a polynomialp(x) ∈ Z[x]
of degreen such that for alli, xi+1 = p(xi).

By VDW’s Theorem, for allr, k, there is aw such that there is ak-term set of any of the above types (for
thepn sequence you would taken = 1). However, this would yield rather large upper bounds. In Chapter 3
they study all of the above types of sequences and get much more reasonable upper and lower bounds than
are known for VDW numbers. We give one example.

Let DW (k) be the leastw such that for all 2-colorings of[w] there is ak-term descending wave. They
provek2 − k +1 ≤ DW (k) ≤ k3

2 − k2

2 +1. They state without proof that more is known: there is ac such

thatck2 ≤ DW (k) ≤ k3

3 − 4k
3 + 3.

Chapter 4 deals with restricting the differences of the AP:

1. A setD is r-large if, for all k there existsw such that for allr-colorings of[w] there is a mono set
with difference inD. They consider this for both finite and infiniteD.

2. A special case of interest:w′(c, k; r) is the leastw such that for allr-colorings of[w] there is a mono
k-AP with difference≥ c. Such aw always exists by VDW’s Theorem, but can we get a different
proof with a better bound?

3. Let f be an increasing function fromN to N. Thenw(f(x), k; r) is the leastw such that there is a
mono set{x1 < x2 < · · · < xk} such that, for all,i xi+1 − xi = f(i).

A setD need not ber-large for anyr. There are functionsf such thatw(f(x), k; r) does not exist.
Chapter 4 has theorems about both when these things do and do not happen. We give two examples. (1) If
D is finite thenD is not 2-large. (2) The Fibonacci numbers are not 4-large. (3) If p(x) ∈ Z[x] andp(0) = 0
then the image ofp is large (this is stated but not proven).

Chapter 5 has 15 pages on sequences of the form{x, ax + d, bx + 2d}. They then look at homothetic
copies of sequences. Chapter 6 deals with the differences not being equal but being congruent modm for
somem. Chapter 7 offers yet more variants on the notion of an AP.

Chapters 8 and 9 are on a different kind of variant than those of Chapters 3 through 7. Recall VDW’s
Theorem forr = 2 andk = 4:

12



There existsw such that for all 2-coloringsCOL of [w] there existsa, d such that

COL(a) = COL(a+ d) = COL(a+ 2d) = COL(a+ 3d).

We rewrite this in terms of equations.
There existsw such that for all2-coloringsCOL of [w] there exist distincte1, e2, e3, e4 such that

COL(e1) = COL(e2) = COL(e3) = COL(e4)

and

e2 − e1 = e3 − e2
e2 − e1 = e4 − e3.

We rewrite these equations:
e1 − 2e2 + e3 + 0e4 = 0

e1 − e2 − e3 + e4 = 0.

Hence VDW’s theorem forr = 2 andk = 4 can be rewritten as:
There exitsw such that for all 2-coloringsCOL of [w] there exist distincte1, e2, e3, e4 such that

COL(e1) = COL(e2) = COL(e3) = COL(e4),

A~e = ~0,

whereA is
(

1 −2 1 0
1 −1 −1 1

)

and~e = (e1, e2, e3, e4).
What other matrices have this property? Schur’s Theorem, which was proven before VDW’s Theorem,

answers this question for the single equationx+ y− z = 0. Chapter 8 looks at variants of Schur’s Theorem
including counting how many monochromatic solutions thereare, and generalizing to equations in more
than one variable. The full generalization: Let(a1, . . . , an) be a tuple of integers. LetL(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑n

i=1 aixk. Then the following are equivalent

• For all r, k there existsw such that for allr-colorings of[w] there exists a monochromatic solution of
L(~x) = 0.

• Some subset of{a1, . . . , an} sums to 0.

Rado’s theorem gives a conditionC on matricesA (which we omit here but is in the book) such that the
following are equivalent.

• For all r, k there existsw such that for allr-colorings of[w] there exists a monochromatic solution of
A(~x) = 0.

• A satisfies conditionC.

Chapter 9 has Rado’s Theorem and many variants. Chapter 10 has still more variants on VDW-type
theorems.
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3 Opinion

This book is excellent for what it set out to do: There are manyvariants of VDW’s Theorem and they can
form the basis of many student projects. This is not just my speculation; the first edition of this bookdid
inspire many projects and many of the open problems from it have been solved. The book is well written.

From the review one might think “Gee, there are A LOT of variants. Are they all interesting?” This is
a matter of taste. But one cautionary note is not to get overwhelmed by them: Pick A FEW that you find
interesting and read about those. You may read others later but don’t (as I did) read the book in a week.

The Gallai-Witt Theorem is omitted, which makes sense sincethis is about Ramsey Theory overthe
integers. However, just the theoremfor all 2-colorings of the lattice points in the plane there is a mono
squareis on the level of undergraduates, and would have been nice. They omit the Hales-Jewitt Theorem
which is a very wise decision since it is somewhat abstract and seems to be just the right cut-off point.

They do not have the polynomial VDW Theorem though they do state a corollary of it (ifp(x) ∈ Z[x]
andp(0) = 0 then the image ofp is large). Here I will (1) state the full Poly VDW, (2) say why Ithink it
should have been included, and (3) say why I might be wrong.
Polynomial VDW Theorem: For all r, for all p1, . . . , pk ∈ Z[x] such that(∀i)[pi(0) = 0], there existsW
such that, for allr-colorings of[W ] there existsa, d such that

a, a+ p1(d), a + p2(d), . . . , a+ pk(d)

are all the same color.
This theorem has an elementary proof, due to Walters, that the authors know about (Walters’ paper is in

the bibliography). The proof uses the color-focusing method which is the same method used in the book’s
proof of the VDW Theorem. This theorem clearly fits into the theme of VDW on the integers. Undergraduate
projects can be made out of it (I speak from experience). There is a very nice contrast between the proof of
VDW’s Theorem, which is anω2-induction, and the proof of Poly VDW, which is anωω-induction.

So why might I be wrong? First off, the book is already 380 pages. By contrast,Joy of Factoringand
Asymptopia, which are in the same series, are 293 and 189 pages respectively. Second, and I admit this
freely, my view may be prejudiced since the elementary proofof Poly VDW is what got me into Ramsey
Theory in the first place. Having said that, if the writers ever do a third edition, they should at least consider
the idea.
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1 Introduction

The book “Distributed Computing Through Combinatorial Topology” covers the recent advances in the
applications of combinatorial topology to prove various theoretical results in distributed computing. All
the results presented in the book have been published in various journals and conferences in the past two
decades. Each chapter in this book has a result (either impossibility result or an explicit protocol) of a spe-
cific class of tasks in a particular model of computation.

Intended Audience. This book can be either used as a textbook for a senior-level undergraduate course
or a graduate course, or as a reference book for researchers interested in the area of theoretical distributed
computing. The book is divided into four parts. Part I coversthe fundamentals required to understand the
rest of the book. Part II covers the basic results in theoretical distributed computing using combinatorial
topology and its material is intended for a senior-level undergraduate course. Part III is intended to be the
material for a graduate level course and covers more generalresults. Part IV is intended for researchers
interested in this area.

Pre-requisite. The book assumes familiarity with basic discrete mathematics such asgraph theoryandset
theory. Chapter 15 further requires a background on abstract algebra, more specifically,finitely generated
groups, group homomorphisms, andrepresentation of finite groups.No prior knowledge of (algebraic or
combinatorial) topology is required to read this book.

2 Summary of the Contents

The book starts with a Preface by the authors that provides a brief introduction of the book. The book is
then divided into four parts. The detailed overview of each of these parts is presented below.

2.1 Part I: Fundamentals

Part I of the book has four chapters and focuses on the fundamentals of combinatorial topology and dis-
tributed computing.

Chapter 1 informally discusses some of the basic models of distributed computing and gives an intro-
duction to combinatorial topology. It also includes two classical problems in distributed computing to illus-
trate the connection between distributed computing and combinatorial topology at a high level.Chapter 2
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focuses on two-process systems to give a concrete example ofhow techniques and concepts of combinatorial
topology are used to model distributed computing. The chapter starts by formally introducing topological
objects, likesimplices, simplicial complex, simplicial maps, andcarrier maps, and introduces models of
computation in distributed computing, like thealternating-passing model, layered read-write model, and
layered message-passing model. Finally, it shows how combinatorial topology is used to model computa-
tions in two-processes systems.Chapter 3 forms the basis of the topological material covered in the entire
book. Various topological structures such asstar, link, andjoin, and various concepts such asconnectivity
and different kind ofsubdivisionsare introduced. The chapter also contains the composition theorem for
various types of mapping between two simplicial complexes.

2.2 Part II: Colorless Tasks

Part II of the book consists of four chapters and covers a large class of coordination problems studied in
distributed computing, calledcolorless tasks, under various fault-tolerant requirements. In a colorless task,
we only care about the input and output values, and not which processes are associated with which values.
Although colorless tasks seem very restrictive, many taskssuch asconsensusandset agreementare colorless
tasks.

Chapter 4 considers the simplest model of computation calledimmediate snapshotin the shared-
memory model. Section 4.2 starts by describing how combinatorial topology can be used to model con-
current composition of protocols and is followed by definingsimplicial complexes corresponding to various
models of computation.Chapter 5 introduces a stronger model called themessage-passing model, and
various adversarial models such aswait-free adversaryandt-faulty adversary. The main theorem, stated
as Theorem 5.5.3, characterizes when colorless tasks are computable given that a threshold number of pro-
cesses may crash in the message-passing model.Chapter 6 considers a more powerful adversarial model
known as theByzantine model. In the Byzantine model of computation, a faulty process candisplay arbitrary
and malicious behaviour. Theorem 6.6.1 in this chapter provides the characterization result for computation
under the Byzantine model. This part of the book ends withChapter 7 on the reduction techniques by
giving a combinatorial framework that defines how the topology of two models should be related so that we
can reduce the computation in one model to the computation inanother model.

2.3 Part III: General Tasks

Part III of the book consists of four chapters and includes results for general tasks. Part III introduces
topological concepts such asmanifolds, Sperner’s Lemma, connectivity, and thenerve graph.

Chapter 8 explores how topological objects can be used to study general tasks. General tasks and
protocols are defined in Sections 8.1 and 8.2, respectively,followed by examples in Sections 8.3 and 8.4 to
further illustrate the subtle differences between the framework of colorless tasks and general tasks.Chapter
9 introduces a class of protocols calledmanifold protocolsand explores a task calledk-set agreement. Ak-
set agreement requires a distributed system to agree on at mostk values. Theorem 9.3.6 in this chapter states
that any manifold protocol cannot solvek-set agreement.Chapter 10 studiesk-set agreement for highly
connected protocol complexes. Theorem 10.3.1 gives an impossibility result that anyk − 1 connected
protocol complex cannot solvek-set agreement. This result extends the main result from Chapter 9 in the
sense that there are manyk − 1 connected protocol complexes which are not manifolds. The main result
in Chapter 11 is the characterization of general tasks in the wait-free model of computation. The result is
stated as Theorem 11.2.1 and the proof uses the techniques developed in the last three chapters and notions
from point-set topology, such asopen coversandcompactness.
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2.4 Part IV: Advanced Topics

Part IV of the book covers more advance concepts and results of combinatorial topology such asshellability,
the Nerve Lemma, fundamental groups, torsion classes, andSchegel diagrams. The content of this part
requires an understanding of basic concepts introduced in Chapter 8. The chapters in this part are more or
less self-contained; therefore, they can be read in any order.

Chapter 12 covers therenaming task, in which each of the processes are given distinct names froma
large domain space. The task requires the processes to choose a distinct output name from a much smaller
range space. The focus of this chapter is onadaptiveprocesses, where the size of the range space depends
on the number of processes. Section 12.1 includes an existential proof of the upper bound on the range
space and also gives an explicit protocol that matches this bound. Chapter 13 shows an inductive way
to use layering in a protocol to compute the connectivity of the protocol complexes. The chapter uses a
powerful topological concept calledshellability to show that if every single-layered complex is shellable,
then connectivity is preserved under multilayer composition. The result is stated as Theorem 13.4.6. The
rest of the chapter explores the application of this theoremby characterizing when a single-layer complex
is shellable under different models of computation.Chapter 14 studies simulation and reduction of general
tasks under different communication models. The main theorem shows the equivalence between various
communication models of shared-memory models. The main theorem ofChapter 15, stated and proved in
Section 15.3, exhibits a connection between theLoop Agreement Taskand theWord Problemfor finitely-
presented groups. The techniques used in this chapter are mostly algebraic in nature and the concept of
fundamental groupsis introduced.Chapter 16 proves the result that thestandard chromatic subdivisionof
a simplex is indeed a subdivision. This chapter has a flavour of discrete geometry and the results are also
proven in the book on Combinatorial Topology by Kozlov [1].

3 Opinion

The book is very well-written. All the figures, examples, andillustrations serve nicely to explain various
concepts. For example, Chapter 1 allows the readers, who areunfamiliar with either combinatorial topol-
ogy or distributed computing, to better understand the connections explored in this book. The exercises at
the ends of chapters are well thought out. I would suggest that readers take some time to solve the exer-
cises. Personally, I would have liked the authors to mark some of slightly involved exercises. I really liked
the mathematical notes in between the chapters, and I feel they would be very helpful to readers who are
unfamiliar with the concepts in algebraic topology, to get abetter understanding of the concepts.

The book is self-contained and I believe that mathematicians and computer scientists both would equally
benefit from this book. All the results in this book are published results, and previously had different
notations and terminologies. The authors have done a great job in collecting and presenting the interesting
results in a consistent manner. I believe a new researcher inthis area would find this book very helpful.

The book is well-organized. The mathematical sophistication increases gradually from Part II to Part
IV. The authors have made sure that the relevant mathematical concepts are presented at the appropriate
sections in the sense that Part I only covers the basic concepts of combinatorial topology and more advanced
concepts are introduced and discussed only in the chapters where they are used.
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